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Language (1 4 marks) :
1 - Complete the paragraph below with the words in the box. Watch out !
There are 2 extra words . (4 marks).
Easter is an important religious festivity in the U.K. Traditions are not
very(1)----------in European countries. This festivity is linked to many ( 2)-------including eggs. One of them is “Egg – (3) ----------”. People decorate hard boiled eggs
( 4)--------- different colours, then take the eggs to the top of a hill
and (5)-----------them down .The first egg to reach the (6)---------------wins .
Another Easter tradition is “egg hunting”. Parents tell their children that the Easter
bunny (7)------------ some eggs and hid them in the garden. The children then look (8)----------- the eggs and the one with the most eggs is the winner.

different/bring /with /tradition /for /at /roll / rolling /bottom /brought

2- Circle the right alternative. (4 marks).
Last summer holiday, I spent 2 memorable weeks in London. That was the most
1(exciting/excited / amazed ) journey ever. The 2nd of July was so special. My day
started 2 (quiet /quite /to ) early . I went to Central London for a surprise ride on
London Eye. 3 (Although /However /Yet ) the underground tube is 4 (the
fastest/faster /fast) way into Central London, we decided to take the bus. We could
look out of the window while we 5 (travelled/ travel / were travelling) . Along the way
we saw 6 (many/much /lot ) famous sights, including the Houses of Parliament and of
course Big Ben.
Unluckily, it was a foggy day in London, so we couldn’t enjoy watching the known
monuments 7(clears /clear /clearly). Just two days before , it was a beautiful day,
the sun was shining and it wasn’t cold at all! In London you can experience the four
seasons all in one week. Maybe we 8 ( are going / will / are not going ) to have a
better luck next time! I hope so!

3- Match A with B to get a meaningful paragraph. Be careful !There’s an
extra part in B . (3 marks).
B
a-the best way to travel if you want to
have some relax.
b-that sea journeys take a long time .
c-chatting to people .
-travelling by ship.
-to socialize and meet interesting people.
-of comforts.
-on the decks, play games or swim.
1+------- /2+--------/3+-------/4+---------/5+------/6+---------

A
1-Trips by sea offer you a variety
2- I travelled by sea and I believe it’s
3-You can stretch your legs
4-It’s a good chance
5-Some people think
6-Yet , for me, there’s nothing better
than

4/Match the underlined utterances to the right function. Be careful !
There’s an extra function . (3 marks )
Shopkeeper: Hello little lady! 1 How can I help you?
Katie: 2 I’d like to buy a new dress for mom.
Shopkeeper: 3 Which one do you want?
Katie: That one , the black one , It’s very gorgeous.
Shopkeeper: Which size does your mom take?
Katie: I think it’s large.
Shopkeeper: Here you are!
Katie: Oh! 4 This is exactly what I want. How much is it?
Shopkeeper: It’s 500 Dinars .
Katie: What ? 5This is too expensive for me! Do you have a cheaper one?
Shopkeeper: No , I’m sorry. But let’s say it’s on sale. So it will be 450 Dinars.
Katie: Thank you. That’s so kind of you.
Shopkeeper: It’s nothing little lady ! Wait a minute. 6 I’ll wrap it for you!
Here you are , have a nice day.

Katie: Thank you , same to you ! Goodbye.

Functions:
a - Expressing surprise .
b- Offering help .
c- Making an instant decision.
d- Expressing satisfaction.
e- Asking about choice .
f- A planned action in the future .
g- Expressing desire .
1 + - - - - / 2+ - - - - - / 3+ - - - - - - / 4+ - - - - - /5+ - - - - - / 6+ - - - - - Topic: In her last letter your American pen- friend Emily asked you to help her
choose the best accommodation to enjoy her stay at a Tunisian hotel.
Write her back to help her take the best decision
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